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Solo wargaming guide

Деякі функціі Word не відображаються в Google Документах. Якщо ви внесете зміни, налаштування цих функцій буде скинуто.Докладніше Book review: Solo Wargaming Guide by William Silvester. Published by Precis Intermedia, 2013. It's always nice to find a new addition to a small library of books designed specifically for solo wargamer. This is
even more so when the book focuses directly on the aspect of solo wargaming, which has not yet received much coverage. In fact, off the pages of Lone Warrior magazine and the odd website, the solo campaign barely touched at all before the publication of this book. Weighing in at about a hundred and twenty pages, and retailing at a cost of £10 or so, it's a
'cheap and cheerful' publication whose main appeal definitely lies in the thoughts between its covers, rather than in eye candy or fancy production value. That's not a bad thing, though, as it should be affordable even for those players operating on a tight budget (and who isn't in these days of government-enforced austerity?). Mr. Silvester has gathered a lot
of ideas here. Unlike some books that wrap up a handful of useful concepts for a soloist in a variety of verbiage about wargaming in general, this guide gets down to a dumb-ass solo play and solo campaigns – its benefits, its motivations, its possibilities and (best of all) a straightforward and complex set of mechanisms designed for you to begin with. In fact
the first forty pages or so contain 'meat' books as far as solo campaign mechanisms go. Short sections cover mobilization, time and transposition, weather, logistics and wear, morale, alliances, rebellions, sieges and mutinies. These form the core of the text and include a simple but effective way to provide alternative campaign strategies for both attacker and
defender. Mr. Silvester suggests ways to build unpredictability into every solo campaign, both for the solo player and for the counterstratens of his automated opponent. Each side may have a number of possible approaches to the coming conflict, and each side is subject to the changing fate of the war. I'm not going to give the game away by going into detail
here on what we might call a 'basic mechanism' for determining the course of each campaign at a strategic level. In fact, it's actually pretty simple, but the beauty is that (a) it works, and (b) it can be developed in order to add extra layers of complexity if you wish to do so. As the author says, rather than deciding to write a 'solo wargamers bible', he focused
instead on providing 'instructions that can be bent or twisted, even broken and reformed to suit Needs. Where other books on wargame campaigns occasionally suffer from somewhat prohibiting complexity, the author here has set out an elegant and effective approach that includes everything a player needs to get started. He gives us a foundation that can
be built on, expanded and elaborated on your heart's content – or use 'as is'. Later chapters expand basic ideas and touch on everything from naval campaigns and air warfare to ideas for solving table battles when enemy forces finally got in touch. The author goes to a certain length to explain how to go from map to battlefield, and this is both unusual and
extremely useful - it is an area that is often skipped by other writers. Overall, it's a good little primer that covers everything you need to know to get started in a solo campaign. While it might be useful to read in conjunction with older books like Tony Bath's Wargames campaign setup, it works well as a stand-alone introduction to this much neglected topic. Mr.
Silvester's book is a very useful addition to the solo warrior library. It seems that war games as a hobby or entertainment are constantly growing in popularity. While there are many war players who belong to clubs and have experience, there is perhaps the same number who either choose not to join the club or do not have access to one. There are many
advantages to being a solo war player and it is determined that this book will outline some of them. A solo war player has the opportunity to look into such overlooked aspects as troop organization, supplies, campaigns, weather influence, rule mechanisms, etc. However, no matter how zealous potential solo players may be, ideas for campaigns, battles, and
scenarios are needed before solo war games can be satisfactorily performed. The purpose of this book is to provide precisely this type of information, either by creating new systems or by adapting existing ones. All proposed ideas are offered for customization, change and expansion according to the requirements of a solo war player. Viewed 1-29 Start your
review guide solo wargaming Jan 05, 2016 David's review rated it to be an amazing guide is full of many great ideas and does a very good job of making the reader interested in a solo Wargaming campaign. The guide includes land, sea and air wars at a strategic and tactical level. It also contains a very small section on solo board games with a few ideas for
using board games in your solo campaigns. I plan to use many ideas in my own solo acting. I love playing/game mastering campaigns, but after a while it seems to fall apart as the guide is full of many great ideas and does a very good job of getting the reader interested in taking on a solo Wargaming campaign. The guide includes land, sea and air strategic
and tactical level. It also contains a very small section on solo board games with a few ideas for using board games in your solo campaigns. I plan to use many ideas in my own solo acting. I love playing/game mastering campaigns, but after a while it seems to fall apart as the players involved lose interest. This guide started me thinking about how I can solo
game strategy level and then take the tactical level of the game generated as a multi-player event. ... more Randy Burnett rated it really liked July 11, 2014 Russell rated it he liked August 17th, 2013 Chris rated it really liked September 06, 2015 Peat rated it really liked September 24, 2020 Jeff Harbrow rated it really liked September 03, 2017 Tony rated it
really liked August 01, 2016 Paul rated it was ok July 17, 2014 G Hayward rated it unliked February 16, 2017 Thomas is currently reading it October 28, 2014 William tagged it as read April 03, 2016 Ted Hen May 14, 2016 Keith tagged it as reading November 05, 2016 T J Swift marked it as reading 22.
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